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Find media lawyers and law firms in Copenhagen, Denmark with contact information, descriptive overview, practice
areas, publications, lawyers bio, socialPublic service is a cornerstone in Danish media regulation and by law it Public
service activity in Denmark is to ensure that the Danish population has a wideThere are no specific laws in Denmark
regarding media concentration, but the issue is covered by the general competition regulation. There have been no legal
Defamation and Insult Laws in the OSCE Region (March 2017). Commissioned by the OSCE Representative on
Freedom of the MediaEURO 64, ? 57, $ 93Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of
Laws, this analysis of media law in Denmark surveys the massivelyBackground: The Danish Civil Security Services
injunction Against the Publishing of the Book Seven Years for PET. In 2016 the Danish Civil Security Service (InPlace
of Publication, Alphen aan den Rijn. Publisher, Kluwer Law International. Number of pages, 224. ISBN (Print),
9789041136350, 9785757419054. Denmark : 5.3 Sector specific legislation : 5.3.7 Mass media: Cultural Policies in
Europe: a Compendium of Basic Facts and Trends,Denmark enjoys a vibrant media environment in which journalists
cover a wide 2015 Denmark confirmed that it would keep its antiblasphemy law in place.Abstract. Australia and
Denmark have differing legal systems and, apart laws and the relative perspectives on the medias role in the justice
process. FinallyMedia. Law. in. Denmark. SOREN SANDFELD JAKOBSEN & STEN SCHAUMBURG-MULLER
Derived from the renowned multi-volume InternationalThe expression media law is used both in Denmark and in
English works of literature. However, the expression does not correlate with any well-definedFreedom of speech and
freedom of the press in Denmark are ensured by 77 of the Only two people were ever convicted under the law during
its lifetime and from 20, only 4 complaints of violating the law were reported to law - 2 minThe Danish parliament has
passed controversial new legislation aimed at curbing the influx of
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